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Many asymptotic problems concerning variational inequalities can be 
solved using the convergence in the sense of Mosco (see [19]) of the con- 
vex sets determined by the obstacles (see Sect. 2). 
In this paper we establish some necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the convergence in the sense of Mosco of the convex sets 
to the convex set 
K= {UE W~(Q):u>f}. 
We do not assume any form of regularity of the functions f,, andf. The 
necessary and suffcient conditions are stated in Theorems 5.6 and 5.9, and 
are expressed in terms of the behaviour of the p-capacities of the level sets 
{xEQ: fJ~)>t) and {x~Q:f(x) v fJ~)>t}. 
Other sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for the convergence of Kh 
to K were proved by Mosco [19], Boccardo and Capuzzo Dolcetta [4], 
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Applicazioni (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche). 
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Marcellini [16], Boccardo and Marcellini [S], Marcellini and Sbordone 
[17], Attouch [l], Carbone and Sbordone [8], Attouch and Picard 
[2, 31, Carbone and Colombini [7], and Boccardo and Murat [6]. The 
conditions of the present paper are weaker than the previous ones, and the 
technique of the proof is new. 
We first consider functions of the form fh = 1 E,, and f= I E, where E, and 
E are sets with finite p-capacity, and prove that in this case the convergence 
of K,, to K is equivalent to the convergence of the p-capacities of E, and 
E u Eh to the p-capacity of E (Theorem 3.1). 
Then we prove the general result for arbitrary functions fh and f: 
Although the proof presents many technical difficulties (it occupies all of 
Sects. 4 and 5), the underlying idea is simple: we first treat the case of non- 
negative simple functions, using the results of Section 3, then we pass to 
arbitrary nonnegative functions, using standard approximation techniques, 
and finally we reduce the problem for general functions to a problem for 
nonnegative functions. 
In Section 6 we discuss the independence of the necessary and sufficient 
conditions of Theorems 5.6 and 5.9, and compare them with the conditions 
of [3]. 
1. CAPACITIES AND OBSTACLES 
In this section we define the capacities C, and recall some of their 
properties. Then we introduce the C,,-quasi semicontinuous functions and 
state some properties of the convex set 
K(f) = {u E W’~(i2): u >/j-j 
associated to the obstacle function f: 52 -+ R. 
Throughout the paper Q is an open subset of R” (possibly unbounded) 
and p is a real number with 1 <p ( + co. We denote by L@‘(Q) the space 
of functions u in L”(Q) whose first order distribution derivatives are in 
Lp(Q), endowed with the norm 
(1.1) 
where DU = (&/ax, ,..., au/ax,) is the gradient of U. We denote by W?(Q) 
the closure of CA(Q) in lV’J’(L2). 
For every s, t E R! we set 
s v t= max(s, t), s~t=min(s,t), s+=svO. 
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We recall that, if U, u E W:J’(Q), then u v U, u A o, U+ are in w?(B) and 
that the mappings (u, u) + u v u and (u, U) + u A u from H’$~(Q) x W?(Q) 
into W?(Q) are continuous in the strong topologies and also in the weak 
topologies (this result follows easily from [ 14, Theorem A.], p. 501; see 
also [ 181). 
Fur every set E E R we denote by f F the characteristic function of E, 
defined by l,(x)=! ifxEEand l,(x)=~ifx~Q-E. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For every open set A c Sz the p-capacity of A with 
respect to 52 is defked by 
q4 = jnf( IlullF,p: UE Wp(sZ), 142 1, a.e. on Q}; 
the definition is extended to arbitrary sets ES Q by 
C,(E) = inf{ C,(A): A 2 E, A open}. 
For the general properties of the capacity C, see [2, 12, 133. We say that 
a property A(x) holds C,-quasi everywhere on E (C,-q.e. on E) if there 
exists E,, G E, with C,(E,) = 0, such that A(x) holds for every x E E- EO. 
The abbreviation a.e. means almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. 
We say that a function f: Q + R is C,-quasi upper semicontinuous (rep. 
C,-quasi continuous) if for every E > 0 there exists an open set A E Sz, with 
C,(A) < E, such that the restriction off to 52 -A is upper semicontinuous 
(resp. continuous) on 52 - A. 
&WPOSITION 1.2. Let f; g: fi -+ R be two Cp-quusz‘ roniinuows funcfior~s. 
If f = g a,e. on ~2, then f = g C,-q.e. an R. r/f< g a.e. on ~‘2, Ihen f< g C,-q.e. 
on 0. 
ProoJ See [ 12, Proposition 7.31. 
We say that a function g: 52 + R is a C,-quasi continuous representative 
of a function f: R -, R, if g is C,-quasi continuous and g =/ a.e. on Q. By 
Proposition 1.2, the C,-quasi continuous representative ofj; ii it exists, is 
unique (up to C,-q.e. equivalence). It will be denoted by? It is wei1 known 
that every fun&an u of I@‘(Q) has a C,-quasi continuous representative ii 
(see [12, Proposition 7.71). 
DEFINITION 1.3. For every function f: $2 + R we set 
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It is known that K(f) is convex and closed in WV(B) (see [9, Exam- 
ple 4.43). Moreover for every set E c 52, 
~,(E)=inf{Il~ll~,,:~~~(1.)} 
(see [12, Lemmas 5.4, 7.10, and 7.111). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Zf the function f: 52 -+ R is C,-quasi upper semicon- 
tinuous and K(f) # 0, then there exists a decreasing sequence (u,,) in K(f) 
such that f (x) = lim, _ o. I&(X) C,-q.e. on ~2. 
Proof: See [9, Lemma 1.51. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. For every function f: Q + R with K(f) # 0 there 
exists a C,-quasi upper semicontinuous function f such that K(f) = K(f ). 
The function f is unique (up to C,-q.e. equivalence) and f>f C,-q.e. on Q. 
Moreover tf g: Q -+ W is a C,-quasi upper semicontinuous function with 
K(g) # 0 and g >f C,-q.e. on 52, then g >f Cp-q.e. on Q. 
Proof: The existence off is proved in [2, Theorem 3.21. The properties 
off are easy consequences of Proposition 1.4. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let UE Wtp(Q) and let (u,,) be a decreasing sequence 
in We(Q) such that ii(x) = lim ,, _ o. t?,,(x) C,-q.e. on Q. Then there exists a 
decreasing sequence (uh) in W$J’(Q) such that (v,,) converges to u strongly in 
W,$r(Q) and 17~ 2 ii,C,-q.e. on 12. 
Proof See [9, Lemma 1.6; or 1, Lemma 23. 
DEFINITION 1.7. For every set EG 52 with C,(E) < -t-cc we denote by 
wE the capacitary potential of E with respect o 52, which is defined as the 
unique function wE E K( 1 J such that 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let E be a subset of 52 with C,(E) < + co and let 
u~K(le). For every keN let w,=(k+l)w,-k and uk=uv wk. Then 
(uk) converges to u strongly in WV(Q) and 
(a) j 
R 
IDu,lp dx<s lDulp dx 
n 
(b) j 
R 
Iuk-uIpdx~(l/p)(l/k)p-l i, ID@‘dx 
for every k E N. 
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Proof Let us prove that for every k~ W 
Suppose that (1.2) does not hold. Then we have 
I ((k+l)~,>u+k) [:I(~+l)w,IP+I(~+l)Dw~IP1d~ 
> s [lu + klP + lDulp] dx. (1.3) ((k+l)WE>U+k] 
Let uk=[(k+l)wE] ~(~+k).Sinceu,~K((k+l)l~)=(kfl)K(l~) we 
have 
ll(k + 1) w,llf,pG ll~klltp. (1.4) 
But we obtain from (1.3) 
Il~kll~,p = j ((k+l)w,~u+k~ l~~+~~~,IP+I~~+~~~~~lPldx 
E>U+k) 
Tb+-iP+ lDulp] dx< )J(k+ I)w,JJ~;,~ 
W 
which contradicts (1.4). Therefore (1.2) is proved. 
Since 
we have 
pkP-’ Iwk-uIJ’<pkP~l Iwk-uI < I(k+ 1) wEIp- IufklP, 
therefore we obtain from (1.2) 
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and 
pk”- 1 i,, (u,-uydx+ jQ lDu,J’dx 
=pkP-’ jIWk>Uj lw,-uYdx+ jiWk>.: lDw,Ydx 
IDu(pdx< s, (DuIpdx, 
which proves (a) and (b) and the convergence of (uk) to u in the weak 
topology of W$J’(Q). From (a) and (b) it follows that 
lfyp IIuAl .p 6 Ilull ,p. 
Since W,$J’(Q) is uniformly convex, this inequality and the weak con- 
vergence prove the strong convergence of (uk) to U. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let E be a subset of D with C,(E) < +co and let 
E’ = {x E Q: GE(x) = 1 }. Then the function 1 E’ is C,-quasi upper semicon- 
tinuous and K(l,,,)=K(l En A ) for every open set A c Q. 
Proof: The function 1 E’ is C,-quasi upper semicontinuous because GE is 
C,-quasi continuous. Since GE = 1 C,-q.e. on E, we have C,(E- E’) = 0, 
hence K( 1 E’nA)G ml,,,4 ) for every open set A E Q. 
Let us prove that K( 1 E) E K( 1 E’). Let u E K( 1 E) and, for every k E N, let 
uk be as in PrOpOSitiOn 1.8. Since uk E K( l,.) for every k E N, and (uk) con- 
verges to u strongly in W$P(Q), we obtain that u E K( 1 E’), because K( 1 E’) is 
closed. Therefore K( 1 J E K( 1 E’). 
Let us prove that K(l EnA)~K(lE’nA) for every open set AcQ. Let A 
be an open set with A G Q and let u E K( l,,,). For every compact set 
HcA there exists DECO such that 0~4~1 and d=l on a 
neighbourhood of H. Let u = & + (1 - 4) wE. Since u E K( lE) we have 
v E K( 1 E’), hence 17 > 1 E’ Cp-q.e. on 0. Since D = v” C,-q.e. on H and ii 2 0 
C,-q.e. on Sz, we have ~2 1 E’ n H C,-q.e. on 8. Since H is an arbitrary com- 
pact subset of A, we obtain u” Z 1 E’ n A C,-q.e. on 52. Therefore u E K( 1 E’ n A) 
and K(lEnA)2K(lFnA). 
DEFINITION 1.10. For every function f: Q --f [0, + co] we define 
C,(f)=inf{Il~ll~,,:u~K(f)} 
I,(f)=~j~+~ C/,({f>t})t~~‘dt=j+n C,({fP>t})dt. 
0 
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PROPOSITION 1.11. For every function f: Q + [0, + co] 
2 -2p~pm 6 CPU-) 6 I,(f). 
Proof In [3, Proposition 1.21, one can find a proof for the norm 
14,p=(jo lWpd~)“p 
in the case 52 bounded. The same technique gives the result in the general 
case for the norm Ilull ,,p. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF OBSTACLES IN THE SENSE OF Mosco 
In this section we examine some properties of the convergence in the 
sense of Mosco of a sequence of convex sets of the form ZC(fh). 
Let V be a Banach space with norm ~~~~~ and let (&) be a sequence of 
subsets of V. Following Kuratowski (see [ 15, Sect. 29]), we give the 
definitions of strong lower limit and weak upper limit of the sequence (&). 
DEFINITION 2.1. The strong lower limit 
s-liminf K, 
h-rs 
of the sequence (Kh) is the set of all u E V with the following property: there 
exist a constant k E N and a sequence (u,,) converging to u strongly in V 
such that uh E K, for every h 3 k. 
It is easy to see that s-liminf,, _ (4 K,, is a closed subset of V and that 
ZJ E s-liminf K, 
h+m 
if and only if for every E > 0 there exist a constant k E N and a sequence 
(uh) in V such that IIuh - u[I < E and u,, E K, for every h > k. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The weak upper limit 
w-limsup K,, 
h-m 
of the sequence (Kh) is the set of all UE V with the following property: there 
exist a sequence (uk) converging to u weakly in V and a subsequence (Khk) 
of (Kh) such that uk E K,,, for every k E N. 
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It is easy to see that 
s-liminf K,, c w-limsup Kh 
h-w h-c.2 
DEFINITION 2.3. We say that the sequence (&) converges to K in the 
sense of Mosco (see [19]) if 
s-liminf Kh = w-limsup Kh = K. 
h+m h+w 
In this case we shall write 
Kh’ K. 
We shall use the following property of the convergence in the sense of 
Mosco. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that V is a reflexive Banach space. Let (Kh) 
be a sequence of convex subsets of V and let K be a subset of V. rf 
then 
,,l\rnm inf{ IIuII: UE K,,} =inf{ Ilull: UE K} 
Proof See [ 19, Theorem B]. 
In the rest of the paper we shall always consider V= We* with the 
norm II.11 l,P given by (1.1). 
Let (fh) be a sequence of functions from Q into R and let f be a function 
from D into R. The convergence in the sense of Mosco of the sequence 
K(f,,) to the set K(f) is related to the weak convergence of the solutions of 
certain minimum problems of K(fh) to the solution of the corresponding 
minimum problem on K(f). We recall the following result proved by 
Attouch [ 11. 
Let C,,C,ER with O<C,<C, and let ‘%=%(C,,C,) be the set of all 
functionals G: W?(Q) + R of the form 
G(u) = j- g(x, Mx)) dx, 
R 
where g: Q x 08” + R satisfies the conditions: 
(i) for every XE Sz the function z H g(x, z) is strictly convex on R”, 
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(ii) for every z E R” the function x H g(x, z) is measurable on Q, 
(iii) for every x E 0, z E R” 
c, IZIP <g(x, z) < C,( 1 + lzl”). 
Let (Gh) be a sequence of functionals of the class 3 and let G be a 
functional of the class Y. Let 4 E Ly(0), with p-’ +qel = 1, and let 
@(u) = jn d(x) 4x) d x f or every UE Lp(sZ). Suppose that K(f) # 0 and 
K(fh) # Qr for every h E N. Let u be the unique solution of the minimum 
problem 
min(G(u)f@(o):uEK(f)} 
and, for every h E N, let uh be the unique solution of the minimum problem 
min{ G,,(u) + Q(V): u E K(fh)}. 
Denote by z the topology induced by LP(Q) on IV$J’(Q). Suppose that (Gh) 
T(r-) converges to G in the sense of De Giorgi and Franzoni [lo], and 
that K(fJ converges to K(f) in the sense of Mosco. Then (uh) converges to 
u weakly in V$J’(C2) and lim,, o. G,(u,) = G(u). 
For the corresponding result about variational inequalities see [6]. 
DEFINITION 2.5. We denote by P(Q) the set of all subsets of a. If A, 
BE P(Q), we shall write A c B if ,? is compact and A c B. A chain of 
elements of P(Q) is a family (A,),E R of subsets of Q such that A,@ A, for 
every s, t E R with s < t. We say that a subset .93 of B(Q) is 
(a) colinal, if for every A EP(Q) with A cs2 there exists BE&~ with 
AcB; 
(b) dense, if for every pair A,, A, of subsets of Q, with A, c A2, there 
exists BEL?~ with A,cBcA,; 
(c) rich, if for every chain (At)teR of elements of P(Q) the set 
{t E R: A, # &?} is at most countable. 
It is easy to see that every rich set is dense and every dense set is cohnal. 
Moreover the intersection of a countable family of rich sets is rich. 
We define now the restriction operators F,. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let r E R and B c Q. For every function f: Q + R we 
define the function TB f: Q + R by 
(Gf J(x) =f (xl if XEB, 
=r if x E Q - B. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let I E R, let (f,,) be a sequence of functions from Q into 
[r, +co], and let f be a function from D into [r, +a~]. Suppose that 
K(f) # @ and that 
Wh) -% w-1. 
Then there exists a rich set BEP(Q) such that 
for every B. 
Proof. Let Pi9 be the set of all B E 9’(Q) such that 
K(Gf,)A K(T’,f). 
We shall prove that B is rich. Let (A,),, R be a chain of elements of P(Q). 
We have to prove that the set {t E R : A, # 3?} is at most countable. For 
every t E R we set 
K; = s-Fm)f K( T’A, f/J, 
K;’ = w-;mrp K( TLr f/J. 
Let us prove that 
K(T”,f)cK:. (2.1) 
for every s < t. Let u E K( TA, f) and let t E R with s < T < t. Since K(f) # 0 
there exists a function w with w E K(f ). Let 4 E CA(A,) with 0 < 4 < 1 and 
d= 1 on A,, and let v=&+(l-4) w. Since v E K( f ), there exists a con- 
stant k E N and a sequence (vh) converging to v strongly in w?(a) such 
that v,, E K( fh) for every h > k. Let -ti E Ch(A,) with 0 < + < 1 and $ = 1 on 
A,, and let u,,= $u,, + (1 - $) u for every hE N. The (uh) converges to u 
strongly in I+‘p(Q) and uh E K( YA,Jh) for every h 3 k, hence u E Ki and 
(2.1) is proved. 
Let us prove that 
K;’ c K( TA,f) (2.2) 
for every s < t. Let u E KY. There exist an increasing sequence of integers 
(hk), with lim, _ cu h, = +co, and a sequence (uk) converging to u weakly in 
W,$J’(Q), such that uk E K(T’,, fhL) for every kE N. Let w be a function of 
K(f). There exist a constant m E N and a sequence (w*) converging to w 
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strongly in W?(0) such that wh E K(&) for every h 3 m. We may suppose 
that h,>m for every kEN. Let dECA(A,) with O<b< 1 and 4= 1 on A,. 
For every k E N we set ok = &k + (1 - f#) whk. Then ok E K(fhk) for every 
k E N and (uk) converges to & + (1 - 4) w weakly in B’,$p(Q). This implies 
that &A + (1 - 4) w E K(f), hence G af Cp-q.e. on A,y. Since iik 2 r C,-q.e. on 
52 for every k E N, we have G 3 Y C,-q.e. on St, hence IA E K( FA< f) and (2.2) 
is proved. 
Using the fact that K: is closed, we obtain from (2.1) and (2.2) 
cl u K(Tirf) 
i 
GK:EK:‘L n K(TXrf), (2.3) 
T>, s<* 
where cl denotes the closure in the strong topology of W,$J’(Q). 
Let Y be a countable dense subset of W~J’(Q). For every u E Y let 
grr: R -+ R be the function defined by 
g,(t) = dist(u, K(p,,f )), 
where dist is the distance in the metric of wkJ’(Q). Since g, is increasing 
and Y is countable, there exists a countable set TG R such that 
lim g,,(s) = g,(t) (2.4) S--r, 
for every u E Y and every t E R - T. 
Since Idist(u, K) - dist(v, K)I 6 [Iu- uI( ,,P for every u, u E W$J’(SZ) and 
every nonempty Kc Wkp(Q), we obtain from (2.4) 
lim dist(u, K( T;,f )) = dist(u, K( T>, f )) 
5 - I 
for every u E IV?(Q) and every t E R - T. This yields 
=K(Tk,f)= n K(Tisf) 
s-c, 
for every t E R - T. From (2.3) is follows that 
K;=K:‘=K(TA,f) 
for every t E IR - T. Therefore {t E R: A, 4 9J} E T. Since T is countable, the 
set 69 is rich. 
Remark 2.8. Theorem 2.7 does not hold in general with %?I = P(Q), as 
the following example shows. Let X~E 52, let O< p < dist(x,, R” - 52) and 
let (p,,) be a sequence converging to p such that 0 < ph < p for every h E N. 
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We set E= {xEQ: lx-x01 =p} and E,= (~~52: lx-xx01 =ph} for every 
h E N. Then 
Ku,)* K(l.)T 
but for A= {xESZ: lx-x,,1 <p} we have 
W~l,)=KU,) A K(l.)#K(O)=K(T0,1.). 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let (f,,) be a sequence of functions from D into R and 
let f be a function from 52 into w. Assume that 
K(fJ 2 K(f ). 
Then 
K(fh + WI J% K(f + w) 
for every w E W$P(Q). If there exists a set B G Q, with C,(B) < +CO, such 
that f,, = f = -cc on 52 - B for every h E N, then 
K(fh + t) -+ K(f + t) 
for every tE R. 
Proof: The first assertion follows from the equalities K(f,, + w) = 
w + K(fh) and K( f + w) = w + K( f ). The second one follows from the 
equalities K(fh + t) = K( fh + tw,) and K( f + t) = K( f + tw,). 
3. CONVERGENCE OF CAPACITIES AND CONVERGENCE OF OBSTACLES 
In this section we characterize the convergence in the sense of Mosco of 
K( 1 EJ to K( 1 J by means of the convergence of the p-capacities of Eh and 
Eu E, to the p-capacity of E. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (Eh) be a sequence of subsets of 52, with 
C,(E,) < +CO for every h E N, and let E be a subset of l2 with C,(E) < +CO. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(4 KU,) -P K(L); 
(b) lim,,, C,(E,)=lim,,, C,(EuE,)=C,(E); 
(c) (wEJ converges to wE strongly in W?(Q). 
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Proof (a) * (b). Assume (a). By Proposition 2.4 we have 
= inf( Ilull~,~: UEK(l,))=C,(E). 
Suppose we have proved that 
K(1 mh)A K(1,). 
Then the equality lim,, m C,(E u Eh) = C,(E) follows again from 
Proposition 2.4. Since 1 EUE,, = 1 E v 1 Eh, condition (3.1) follows from (a) 
and from Lemma 4.4, which will be proved independently of the present 
theorem. 
(b)+(c). Assume (b). Let us prove that (wEvEJ converges to wE 
weakly in Wip(s2). Since (wEUEJ is bounded in W,$p(Q), it is enough to 
show that every weakly convergent subsequence of (wEvEh) does converge 
to ~1~. Let (w,,~,,~ ) be a subsequence which converges weakly in W,$P(Q) 
to a function 0. Since wEvEh E K(1.) for every kc fV and K(1.) is weakly 
closed, we obtain that u E K(\ J and 
C,,(E) G ll4~,, Gli,yi;f II~~~~~~lll;,~ =,!$ C,(Eu&) = C,(E), 
hence v = ~1~. Therefore (uJ~” EJ converges to u’~ weakly in W,!/‘(Q). By (b) 
we have 
Since w~J’(&?) is uniformly convex, the sequence (M.~~~~~-~) converges to M’~; 
strongly in WA,p(Q). 
Let us prove that (wJ converges to H’~ strongly in W~J’(Q). From (b) 
we obtain 
For every h E N we have 
“.Eh + WE”,, l K(2.1,,)=2K(l& 
hence 
llWEh +w E” &II 1.p a qm7Pp. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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From (b), (3.2), (3.3) it follows that 
lim llwEh + w 
h-30 E”EJ 1.p = 2qwp. (3.4) 
Since W?(Q) is uniformly convex, it follows from (3.2) and (3.4) that 
Since (wEvEh) converges to wE strongly in Wkp(Q), we obtain that (wEJ 
converges to wE strongly in Wp(sZ). 
(c) * (a). Assume (c) and define 
R = s-jr+n&f K( 1 & K” = w-;mzllp K( l&). 
Let us prove that K( 1 ,J E K’. Let u E K( 1 E). For every h, k E N we set 
wk=(k+ 1) w,-k, Uk = u v Wk, 
w;=(k+ 1) w,,-k, d=u v Wk ,, h’ 
Since (wEA) converges to wE strongly in W?(Q), the sequence (z.&)~ con- 
verges to uk strongly in W$p(O) for every k E N. Since ~2 E K( 1 Eh) for every 
h, k E N, we have uk E K’ for every k E N. By Proposition 1.8 the sequence 
(ak) converges to u strongly in W$J’(Q). Since K’ is closed, we obtain u E K’, 
hence K( 1 E) G K’. 
Let us prove that K” E K( 1 J. Let u E K”. Then there exist a sequence of 
integers (crh), with hm, oh = +co, and a sequence (uh) Converging to u 
weakly in W?(Q), such that uh E K( 1 EmJ for every h E N. For every h, k E N 
we set 
wk=(k+l)wE-k, Uk = u v Wk, 
w;=(k+l)wEoh-k, llk=Uh v Wk. h h 
Since (wEOh) converges to wE strongly in W$P(sZ) and (ah) converges to u 
weakly in W$J’(Q), the sequence (u:)~ converges to uk weakly in W?(Q) 
for every k E N. By Proposition 1.8 we have 
j IDupdx<j IDu,lPdx 
R R 
s 
1 lP-’ 
n l+uJfdx<-j k 
0 j 
IDuhlp dx 
R 
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for every h, k E N, hence 
s ~DzP[J’ dx 6 limsup lDuhlP dx < +oo R s h-cc f2 
for every k E N. Therefore (u”) converges to u weakly in W?(Q). Since 
uk E K( lE) for every k E N, and K( 1 ,J is convex and closed in W$J’(Q), we 
obtain u E K( 1 E). Therefore K” c K( 1 E). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (Eh) be a sequence of subsets of Q and let E be a 
subset of Q. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a rich set GIG?? such that 
lim C,(E, n B) = C,(En B) for every BE~?I; 
h + m 
(ii) there exists a dense set 9I E .9(Q) such that 
lim C,(E,nB)=C,(EnB) for every BE%?; 
h-m 
(iii) there exists a rich set 99 E Y(Q) such that 
lim C,(E,nB)=J~m~C,((EuE,)nB)=C,(EnB) for every BE?& 
h-m 
(iv) there exists a dense set 98 c Y(Q) such that 
lim Cp(E,nB)=iima C,((EuE,)nB)=C,(EnB) for every B~99; 
h-m 
(v) there exists a cofinal set a E 9(Q) such that 
lim C,(E,nB)= lim C,((EuE,)nB)=C,(EnB)< +cc 
h-m h-m 
for every BE?+!?. 
Proof (i) * (ii). Every rich set is dense. 
(ii) * (i). Assume (ii) and define 
c(( B) = lif’,“f C,( Et, n B) 
B(B) = limsup C,( E, n B) 
h-m 
Y(B) = C,(En B) 
580/62;2-2 
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for every BE Y(Q). The functions LX, fl, y are increasing on Y’(G) and coin- 
cide on a dense set, therefore they coincide on a rich set (see [ 11, 
Proposition 4.83). 
(i) * (iii). Let E’ = ( @)E = 1) and define 
&I'= {BE.T?P(S~):BCQ, C (E'n&=C,(E'nB)}. 
Let us prove that %?’ is rich. Let (B,),, R be a chain in 9(Q) and define 
d(t) = C,(E’ n B,) and $(t) = C,(E’ n B,) for every t E R. The functions 4 
and tj are increasing and $(s) <d(t)< tj(t) for every s, tE R with s< t. 
Therefore the set 
{td&B,@Y)= {tdR:q4(t)#~(t)} 
is at most countable. This proves that W’ is rich. 
Let $Y be the rich set given by (i). Then the set 2J n 28’ is rich. We shall 
prove that 
lim C,,(E,nB)=J\ma C,((EuE,)nB)=C,(EnB) 
h-cc 
for every Bc~?dn#. Let B~9?n#. Since Be.?8 we have 
lim C,(E,nB)=C,(EnB). 
hdcc 
Since BE ?8’ we have C,(E’ n 8) = C,(E’ n B). By Proposition 1.9 we have 
C,(E'nd)= C,(En@. Since GE is C,-quasi continuous, for every E>O 
there exists an open set Uz 52, with C,,(U) < E, such that F= E'- U is 
closed. Moreover there exists an open set V, with E’ n B G VC Q, such that 
C,(V) d C,(E' n B) + E < C,fE n B) + E. Since 2J is dense, there exists D E B 
with & VGDEQ-F. Since 
(EuE,)nBsVu[(EhnB)-V]sVu(E,nD), 
we have 
C,((EuEh)nB)dC,(V)+Cp(E,nD) 
<Cp(EnB)+~+C,(E,nD). 
Since En D G E’ - F G U, we obtain from (i), 
C,(EnB)bl~~i~fCP((EuEh)nB)~limsupCP((E~E,)nB) 
h-m 
<C,(EnB)+c+C,(EnD)<C,(EnB)+~+C,(U) 
<C,(EnB)+k 
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Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain 
lim C,((EuE,)nB)=C,(EnB). 
h-7. 
(iii) =z- (iv). Every rich set is dense. 
(iv) * (v). If GJ is dense, then {BE &I: C,( E n B) < + cc } is dense and 
cofinal. 
(v) + (i). Let .9$ be the cofinal set given by (v). By Theorem 3.1, 
for every B~49. By Theorem 2.7, for every BE 99 there exists a rich set 
9?B s P(Q) such that 
K(1 m,~n,J& K(lEnBnA) 
for every A E aB. Let %?b = {A E gB: A c B}. Since 9J is cofinal, it is easy to 
see that the set 
is rich, and that 
for every A E PJ’. By Theorem 3.1 this implies 
lim C,(E,nA)=C,(EnA) 
h-m 
for every A E $9’. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (E,,) be a sequence of subsets of 0 and let E be a sub- 
set of 52. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) K(l,) _tM Ml,) and K(1,) Z $3; 
(b) one of the equivalent conditions of Proposition 3.2 holds, and 
lim CJE,) = C,,(E) < +CO; 
h-cc 
(c) one of the equivalent conditions of Proposition 3.2 holds, and there 
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exists a sequence (F,,) of subsets of Q and a subset F of Q, with 
C,(F)< +co, such that 
K(l,F+ K(lF) 
and E, c Fh for every h E N. 
ProoJ: (a) =- (b). Assume (a). Since K( lE) # @, there exists k E N such 
that K(1,)#0 f or every h > k. By Theorem 3.1, we have 
lim C,,(E,) = >lrnm C,(Eu Eh) = C,(E) < +oo, 
h+m 
therefore condition (v) of Proposition 3.2 is satisfied with ~?8 = (52). 
(b)*(a). Assume (b). By theorem 3.1 it is enough to prove that 
(wEh) converges to wE strongly in Wtp(s2). Since W$p(Q) is uniformly con- 
vex and limb+ m llwEhll l,p = IbEll l,p, it is enough to show that (wEJ con- 
verges to wE weakly in W$p(Q). Since (wEJ is bounded in W$P(Q), it is 
enough to prove that every weakly convergent subsequence of (wEJ does 
converge to wE. Let (wEhJ be a subsequence which converges weakly in 
W,$J’(Q) to a function v. By condition (v) of Proposition 3.2, for every 
A CQ there exists BE 9(Q), with A G B, such that 
lim Cp(E,nB)=timm C,((EuE,)nB)=C,(EnB)< +co. 
h-m 
By Theorem 3.1, 
K(l Ef)nL3 1 M-, K(~E~B). 
Since w Eh E K( 1 Eh n B ) for every hEN(, we have veK(lEnB)~K(lEnA). 
Since A c Q is arbitrary, we have v E K( 1 E). Therefore 
C,(E) G Ilvlly,, G lipjf IlwE,,llS,, = lim C,(Eh) = CPU% 
h-cc 
hence v = wE. 
(a) + (c). It is enough to take F,, = E, for every h E N, and to use the 
implication (a) = (b). 
(c) * (b). Assume (c). It is enough to prove that 
C,(E) = );mrn CpWh). 
By condition (v) of Proposition 3.2, for every A cs2 there exists BE B(Q), 
with A c B, such that 
C,( E n B) = ,,lirnm C,( E, n B), 
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hence 
C,(En A) 6 limill,nf CJE,). 
Taking the supremum for A c Q we obtain 
C,(E) < liiiif C,(E,) 
Let us prove that 
C,(E) 2 liyip C&E,). (3.5) 
For every E > 0 there exists $E CA(Q) such that ))wF-- $11 i,p <E. Let A be 
the support of 4. By condition (v) of Proposition 3.2 and by Theorem 3.1 
there exists BE 9(Q), with A E B, such that 
WE,+nB’ WEnB strongly in IV$P(Q) 
lim 
h-cc 
C,( E, n B) = C,( E n B). 
By Theorem 3.1 the sequence (w(‘,) converges to wF strongly in IV$@(Q). 
Since 4 = 0 on R - B, 
hence 
Cpb%)“P G liWE,,nBii I.~ + b’~~-dii I,~ 
=Cpb%W”P+ ~IwFJ%,,~ 
Passing to the limit as h -+ a3 we obtain 
“hm_sip Cp(Eh)‘IP d C,(En B)“” + /IwF-- $11 ,,p d C,(E)‘@ + E. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary we obtain (3.5). 
4. SOME LEMMAS 
In this section we shall prove some lemmas which are useful in the study 
of the convergence in the sense of Mosco of a sequence of convex sets of 
the form K(fh). 
We denote by R, the set {PER: t30) and by iw- the set {PER: t<O}. 
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Throughout this section (f,J is a sequence of functions from Sz into KY andf 
is a function from Q into R. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that K(f) # $3, Let t E R + and let g, = f A t, 
gz=(f-t)‘. Let j&j,, g2 be the C,-quasi upper semicontinuous functions 
such that K(f) = K(f ), K(g,) = K(g,), K(g,) = K(g,) (see Proposition 1.5). 
Then gl =f A t and & = (f- t) + C,-q.e. on Sz. 
Prooj We shall prove only that gI =f~ t, the other equality being 
analogous. Since f A t is C,-quasi upper semicontinuous and f A t >f A t 
C,-q.e. on Q, by Proposition 1.5 we have f~ t >gl C,-q.e. on 0. 
Let us prove the opposite inequality. Since g, + (f - t) + =f, we have 
gI + (,f- t) + bf C,-q.e. on Q, thus by Proposition 1.5, g, + (f- t) + 2f 
C,-q.e. on 52. Since K(f) # @ we have f< +co C,-q.e. on Q, hence 
g,bf--(f-t)+ =fr\ t C,-q.e. on Q. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that K(f) # 0. For every t E IF! + , 
K(f A t)=Cl(U(K(V” A t): VEK(f)}) 
K((f-t)+)=cl(lJ(K((IY-t)+):vd(f))) 
where cl denotes the closure in the strong topology of W$P(Q). 
Proof We shall prove only the first equality, the other being analogous. 
For every u E K(f) we have K( f A t) IK(v” A t). Since K(f A t) iS closed, 
this yields 
K(f A t)lCl(u{K(u’ A t): VEK(f)}). 
Let us prove the opposite inclusion. Let u E K(f A t) and let f be the C,- 
quasi upper semicontinuous function such that K(f) = K(f) (see 
Proposition 1.5). By Proposition 1.4 there exists a decreasing sequence (vJ 
in K(f) such that f(x) = lim, _ no iTh(x) C,-q.e. on Q. For every h E N we set 
wh = (vh A t) v U. Then (wh) is a decreasing sequence in W$p(Q) and 
U(X) = lim, _ ~ @Jx) Cp-q.e. on !2 because ii >f~ t C,-q.e. on Q by 
Lemma 4.1. By Proposition 1.6 there exists a sequence (uh) converging to 1.4 
strongly in W?(Q) such that ~2~ b G, 2 G, A t C,-q.e. on Q for every h E N. 
This implies 
UECl ,e,K(fi,A t))+ {K(ijA t):VEK(f)}), 
hence 
K(f A t)gcl u {K(fi A t): v&(f)} 
( > 
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LEMMA 4.3. Assume that K(f) # 0 and that 
Then 
(a) K(fh A t) -+"RfA t) 
(b) K((f,-t)‘) -“K((f-t)‘) 
for every ttziR+. 
Proqf: We shall prove only (a), the proof of (b) being analogous. 
Let t~lW+ and let 
K’ = s-liminf K( fh A t ), 
/I - m 
K” = w-/im~up K(fh A t). 
Let us prove that K( f A t) G K’. Since K’ is strongly closed, by Lemma 
4.2 it is enough to show that K(fi A t) E K’ for every u E K( f ). Let v E K(f) 
and let u E K(v” A t). There exist a constant k E N and a sequence (uJ con- 
verging to v strongly in W$J’(sZ) such that vh E K(fh) for every h 2 k. Define 
u,, = (uh A t) v u for every he N. Then (uJ converges to u strongly in 
W$p(sZ) and uh E K(fh A t) for every h > k. This yields u E K’, therefore 
K(v” A t) s R for every v E K( f ). 
Let us prove that K” E K(f A r). Let u E K”. There exist a sequence of 
integers (hk), with lim, _ m h, = +cc, and a sequence (uk) converging to u 
weakly in W$“(Q), such that USE K(fhk A t) for every ke N. For every 
v E K(f) there exist a constant m E N and a sequence (v,,) converging to u 
strongly in fVkJ’(Q) such that u,, E K(fh) for every h > m. We may assume 
that hk > m for every k E N. The sequence (uk + (vc - t)’ ) converges to 
u+(u-r)+ weakly in W$p(Q). Since 
G/c + (fi,q - 2)’ 2 (fh,, A t) + (fhk - f)’ =f/,, C,-q.e. on Sz 
for every k E N, we have 
ii+( >f C,-q.e. on Q 
for every v E K(f ). Let f‘ be the C,-quasi upper semicontinuous function 
such that K(f) = K(f) ( see Proposition 1.5). Then 
ii+(G-t)+>f C,-q.e. on Q 
for every v E K(f ). By Proposition 1.4 there exists a sequence (ah) in K(f) 
such that f(x) = lim, _ o. E,,(x) C,-q.e. on Q. Therefore 
ii+( 2.7 C,-q.e. on Q. 
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Since I # @ we have f< + cc C,-q.e. on 9, thus 
iiaf-(f-t)‘=f/l t>fr\ t C,-qe. on G? 
This yields u c K(f A t), therefore K” c K(~A t). 
LEMMA 4.4. Assume that 
Then 
Wh) -5 K(f). 
Wh ” g) A Nf ” 8) 
for every ,function g:52 + R. 
ProoJ We set 
K’ = s-prnbf K(fh v g), K” = w-Frniup K(fh v g). 
The inclusion K” E K(f v g) is trivial. Let us prove that K(f v g) E K’. Let 
UE K(f v g) Since UE K(f), there exist a constant kc N and a sequence 
(vh) converging to u strongly in E’?(Q) such that uh E K(fh) for every 
h B k. We set tih = u v v,, for every h E N. Then (uh) converges to u strongly 
in WiP(Q) and u,, E K(fh v g) for every h 2 k. This implies u E K’, therefore 
K(fv g)cK’. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let t E R, . Assume that 
Then 
Proof: The lemma follows easily from the equality U= (U A 1) + 
(U - t)+ and from the fact that the mappings u + M A t and u -+ (u - t) + 
from fVp(Q) into W?(Q) are continuous in the weak topology. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let T be a subset of R such that - 00 IZ T and let w be a 
function in WY(Q) such that w(x) > 0 Cp-q.e. on 0. If 
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for every t E T, then 
Wfh) M-, K(f). 
Proof: The lemma follows easily from the inclusion K(fh v (t6)) E 
K(fh) for every h E N, t E T, and from the fact that K(f) is the strong closure 
of the set l,j,, T K( f v (G)) because of Proposition 1.6. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let T be a subset of R such that + co E r Assume that 
K(fh A t) -S K(f A t) 
for every t E T, and that 
fim iimsupC,((f,-t)+)=O 
t--r+m h-m 
(see Definition 1.10). Then 
K(fh) --% K(f). 
Proof. We set 
K’ = s-!im$f K( fJ K” = w-limsup K(fh). 
h-m 
Since K(fh) c K(fh A t) for every t E T, h E N, we have 
K”E n K(f A t)=K(f). 
IET 
Let us prove that K(f) G K’. Let u E K(f) and let E > 0. There exists t E T 
and k, E N such that CP((J,z - t) + ) < aP for every h 3 k, . Therefore there 
exists a sequence (wh) in Wh,p(Q) such that IIwhll ,,P < E and 
wh E K((fh - t)’ ) for every h > k, Since u E K(f A t), there exist a constant 
k2E N and a sequence (vh) in w?(Q) such that llvh- ~11 l,P < & and 
v,~K(f~~t)foreveryh~k,.Wesetk=max{k,,k,)andu,=v,+w,for 
every h E N. Then /Iuh - ~11 ,,P < 2.5 and u,, E K(fh) for every h > k. This yields 
u E K’, therefore K(f) c K’. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let T be a subset of R’ + such that 0 E z Assume that 
for every t E T, and that 
lim lihm_sEp CJf,’ A t) = 0. 
r+0+ 
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Then 
Wfh+ 1 M, Wf + ). 
Proof: The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.7. 
LEMMA 4.9. Assume that K(f) # 0 and that 
Wf/J A K(f). 
Then 
lim limsup C,( ( fh - t) + ) = 0 
z-+00 h-a2 
lim limsup C,(f l A t) = 0. 
r-0, h*oc: 
ProoJ: By hypothesis there exist u E K(f ), a constant k E N, and a 
sequence (uJ converging to u strongly in W$p(Q) such that uh E K(fh) for 
every h > k. Since (uh - t) + E K( ( fh - t) + ) and U; A t E K( f z A t) for every 
h 2 k, we have 
lifllEl3 Cp((fh-t)+)Q;~ma Il(uh-t)+llL= II(U-t)+IItp~ 
hrn:zp C,(fl A t) 6 hl\mm llu,’ A t IIf,, = lIu+ A tilt,. 
The lemma follows now from the fact that 
lim tl(U-t)+((~p=O, lim ((u+ , 
I- +cc MO, 
A tljT,=o. 
LEMMA 4.10. Assume that f < 0 and that f,, < 0 for every h E N. For every 
BE .Y(Q) and for every function g: Sz + R let T,g: Q -+ R be the function 
defined by 
(T,g)(x)=g(x) if x E B, 
co if x E Q - B. 
Suppose that there exists a cofinal set 27 E Y(Q) such that 
for every BE g. Then 
KC Tsfh) 4 K( TBf ) 
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ProoJ We set 
K” = w-/imiup K(fh). 
Since K(fh) G K( TBfh) for every BE 98 and every h E N, we have 
K"G (-j K(T,f)=K(f). 
BEB 
Let us prove that K(f) E K’. Let UE K(f). For every E > 0 there exist 
UE W?(Q) and a compact set HGSZ such that IIu-uII,,~<E, Y A 021.4 A 0 
on Q, and v = 0 on Q - H. Since f d 0, we have v A 0 E K(f ). Since .%Y is 
colinal, there exists BE W such that H G B. Since v A 0 E K( T,f), there 
exist a constant k E N and a sequence (uJ converging to u A 0 strongly in 
w?(Q) such that v,, E K(T,f,) for every h > k. Define wh = u,, v (u A 0) 
and u,, = (u v 0) + wh for every h E N. Then (u,,) converges to v strongly in 
IV?(Q) and U,,E K(fh) for every h 3 k. Therefore DE K’. Since E >O is 
arbitrary and K’ is closed, we obtain UEK’, hence K(f)c K’. 
5. CONVERGENCE OF LEVEL SETS AND CONVERGENCE OF OBSTACLES 
In this section we characterize the convergence in the sense of Mosco of 
the sets K(fh) to the set K(f) by means of the convergence of the p- 
capacities of the level sets {fh > t} and {f v fh > t} to the p-capacity of 
{f > t} for almost all t E I& For every function g: 52 + R and every t E R we 
set 
{g>t}={xEn:g(x)>t}. 
As in the previous section, (fh) is a sequence of functions from D into R 
and f is a function from Q into R. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let BE Y(Q) and let I be an interval of l% (possibly 
unbounded) with I# a. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) there exists a dense set DE I such that 
C,({f>t}nB)= lim C,({fh>t}nB) 
h - 31 
for every t E D; 
(b) there exists a set D E I, with I-D countable, such that 
C,({f>t}nB)=j\mz C,({f,>tlnB) 
for every t E D; 
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(c) for every s, t E I with s < t we have 
C~({~>t)nB)6l~~i~fC,(Ifh>~}nB) 
lihm_s~pC,((f,>t}nB)~C,({f>s}nB). 
ProoJ: The implications (a) =z- (c) and (b) =z- (a) are trivial. Let us prove 
that (c)*(b). Assume (c) and define 
W=C,({f>tW3 
for every t E I. Since I$ is decreasing, there exists a set D -c Z, with Z-D at 
most countable, such that 4 is continuous at every point of D. Then (c) 
yields 
d lim 
s-l- 
C,( (f> s} n B) = C,( { f > t} n B) 
for every t E D. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume that K(f) # @ and that 
KU,, 14 K(f). 
Then 
C,(if<t})gl~mi~fC,({f~>s}) 
lihm_stp C,(M > t)) < C,({f> s)) 
for every s, t E R + with s < t. 
Proof: Fix s, t E R’ + with s < t and define 
g,=(t-s)-’ [(fh A t)-s]+ 
g=(t-s)- l [(f A t)-S]+ 
for every h E N. By Lemma 4.3, 
K(g,) M-, K(g). 
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By Proposition 2.4, 
Since 
we obtain 
LEMMA 5.3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 we have 
C,({f> f})dl~~i~fC,(~fvf,>s}) 
li/fn_s~pC,((fvf,>f})~C,({f>s}) 
for every s, t E R + with s < t. 
Proof Since 
K(f v f/J 4 K(f), 
by Lemma 4.4, it is enough to apply Lemma 5.2 to the sequence (f vfh). 
LEMMA 5.4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) lim limsup 
I+ +m I 
+ao C,({fh>s})(s-t)P-l ds=O, 
h+m I 
(b) lim limsup C,((f, - t)‘) = 0. 
I--t+m h’o2 
Prooj It is enough to apply Proposition 1.11. 
LEMMA 5.5. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) lim lihm_ip Ji C’,( { fh > s}) sp--l dx = 0, 
r-0, 
(b) ,ty+ limsup C,(fz A t)=O. 
h-m 
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ProoJ It is enough to apply Proposition 1.11. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let ( fh) be a sequence of functions from 52 into R and let f 
be a function from D into w. Then 
and K(f) # @ if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) there exists a dense set D, E [w, such that 
for every tED,; 
(b) there exist a dense set D _ E [w ~ and a cofinal set 9 E .9(Q) such 
that 
)rnm Cp({f,>t}nB)=)ma, C,({f vf,>t}nB) 
=C,((f>t}nB)< +a3 
for every t E D ~ and every B E g’; 
(c) lim limsup 
,- +a, s h-m , 
+w C,({fh>s})(s-t)P-l ds=O; 
(d) lim lihm_s~p[‘C,({f,>s})sp-‘ds=O. 
/+O+ 0 
Remark 5.7. It is easy to prove that conditions (c) and (d) of Theorem 
5.6 are satisfied, if there exists A c Sz and d E R such that fh < I1 A for every 
h E N. More generally, conditions (c) and (d) are satisfied, if there exists 
g: Q + R, with 
I 
+a0 
C,({g> t}) tP-’ dt< +a, 
0 
such that fh <g C,-q.e. on Q for every h E N. In particular, by Proposition 
1.11, we can take g= 5, with VE W$J’(Q). 
Remark 5.8. We may assume that the colinal set 2? of Theorem 5.6 is 
countable. Therefore, using Lemma 5.1, we may also assume that the sets 
I&! + - D + and II2 _ - D- of Theorem 5.6 are countable. 
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Assume that 
K(h) M, K(f) 
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and that K(f) # 0. Then conditions (c) and (d) follow from Lemmas 4.9, 
5.4, 5.5. Condition (a) follows from Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3. 
Let us prove condition (b). For every BE Y(Q) and for every function 
g: Q -+ IR let T,g: Q + W be the function defined by 
(T,g)(x) =g(x) if XEB, 
(5.1) 
co if XEQ-B. 
By Theorem 2.7 there exists a dense set g&.!?(Q) such that 
K(TBfh) A N TLJ-) 
for every B E g. We may assume that g is countable and that BcsZ for 
every BE g. By Proposition 2.9, 
~(W,+4~ K(T,f+l) 
for every BE B and every I E R. By Lemma 5.2, 
C,(if’+i>t}nB)6l~mi~fCJ{f,+n>.r}nB) 
lihm_s~pC,({f,+1.zfJnB)~C,({f+I>s}nB) 
for every s, t E R + with s < t and for every BE $3, hence 
CJ{~>~}nB)<l~mi~fC,({S,>s}nB) 
li~~~pC,({f,>f}nB)~C,({f>s}nB) 
for every s, t E [w with s < t and for every BE $I. Using Lemma 5.3 we prove 
the same property for the sequence (f v fh). Since a is cotinal and count- 
able, condition (b) follows now from Lemma 5.1. 
Assume now conditions (a), (b), (c), (d). Let us prove that K(f) # 0. By 
Lemma 5.1 we may assume that [w + - D, is at most countable, hence 
/,“mm CpKW~H=Cp(W-~l) a.e. on R + . 
Using Fatou’s lemma we obtain from (c) and (d) 
lim s r-+m , +m C,({f>s})(s-t)P-‘ds=O, 
,$n+ J; C,({f>s})s~-l&O, 
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I +ca C,({f>s})s~-1dx< +co. 0 
Therefore K(S) # Qr by Proposition 1.11. 
Let us prove that 
W*) --w-). 
By Lemma 4.5 it is enough to prove that 
w-h’ 1-5 w- + 1, (5.2) 
K(& A 0) M. K(f A 0). (5.3) 
Let us prove (5.2). By Lemmas 4.7, 4.8, 5.4, 5.5 it is enough to show that 
W((fh A t)-s)+)* K(((fA f)-s)‘) (5.4) 
for every s, f E D + with O<s<t. Fix s, LED+ with O<s<t and define 
gh= ((fh A 1)-s)+, g= ((f” [j-S)+ 
for every h E N. For every E > 0 there exist to, t,,..., t,,,~ R such that 
O=to<t,<t,< ... <t,=t-s, Iti--rj-,I<~ for i=l,2 ,..., m, and 
tj + s E D + for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., m. Define for every h E N 
m-1 m-1 
dh= 1 (li-ti-l) l(gh>t,)= 
i=l 
j;, Ctipfi-l) l{fj>t,+s} 
m-1 m-1 
i= c (b--i-l) l(g>r,)= 
i= 1 
iF, (ft--i-l) l(/>r,+9) 
$h= f (lfi-lj-,) 1 Igh>L1)= 2 (ri-ti-l) l{fn>r,-l+~J 
i=l i=l 
$= f (ti-ti-l) l{g>t,-~)zi~l ltieci-l) l{/>t,-I+.}. 
i=l 
Let us prove that 
(5.5) 
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By hypothesis (d) we have 
lbrnszp C,( (fh > s}) < +a~. 
By hypothesis (a) and Theorem 3.1, we have 
for every i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., m - 1. Since 
d/l * t,=(t,--0) l{.,>,,.,) 
4 A I, =(fs -10) 1 (f>f$+,}? 
we have 
Kf$, * 4)A K(@ A fi> 
for some i = 1, 2 ,..., m - 2. Since 
((Qlh A tt+l)-fi)+ =(ti*l-fi) l{&>,,+,+s] 
((0 A r;+l)-fi)+=(ti+,-f;) l{,f>t,+,+s}y 
we have 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
K(((dh A fi+l)-ti)+) M. K(((# A ti+l)-ti)+)- 
From (5.8), (5.9), and Lemma 4.5 it follows that 
(5.9) 
K(dh At,+ 1) A w A li,l). (5.10) 
From (5.7) and from the implication fS.B)+ j5.10) we obtam (5.5). 
In the same way we can prove that 
K(II/h) M-, K(IcI). 
In order to prove (5.4) we set 
K’ = s-,“y?f K(g,), K” = w-;yzup K( g,,) 
(5.11) 
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Let us prove that K(g) E K’. Let u E K(g) and let E = {f> s}. From (5.6) 
and from (a) it follows that C,(E) < +a. Since g + &GE > rc/ C,-q.e. on 52, 
we have u + swE E K($). By (5.11) there exist a constant k E N and a 
sequence (z+) converging to u + swE strongly in W,$J’(s2) such that 
uh E K(yQh) for every h > k. Since tit, > g, we have uh E K( gh) for every h > k, 
hence u + &wE E K’ for every E> 0. Since K’ is closed, we have u E K’. 
Therefore K(g) E K’. 
Let us prove that K” c K(g). Let u E K”. There exist a sequence of 
integers (Irk), with lim, _ m hk = + co, and a sequence (uk) converging to u 
weakly in W$P(Q), such that uk E K(g,,) for every k E N. Since ghk > 4c we 
have uk E K($,,) for every k E N. By (5.5) we obtain u E K(b). Since 4 > g - E 
we have u E K(g - E). Since E > 0 is arbitrary we obtain u E K(g), hence 
K” E K(g). This concludes the proof of (5.4), which implies (5.2). 
Let us prove (5.3). By hypothesis (b) and Proposition 3.2 for every 
t ED ~ there exists a rich set A& such that 
lim Cp({f,>t}nB)=!lmm Cp({fvfh>t}nB)=Cp({f>t}nB) 
h+w 
for every BE 9,. We may assume that D _ is countable, hence 
is rich. We may assume that BcQ for every BE a’. By Lemma 4.10, in 
order to prove (5.3) it is enough to show that 
(5.12) 
for every BE @‘. By Lemma 4.6 it is enough to show that 
KC TB(fh A 0) v ( - t$L?)) M, K( T,(f A 0) v ( - fti)B)) 
for every BE &I’ and every t > 0. By Proposition 2.9 this is equivalent to 
K((T,(fhAO)+f)+)~K((T,(fAO)+t)+) (5.13) 
for every BE a’ and every t > 0. Since the sequence (TB(fh A 0) + c)~ and 
the function T,(f A 0) + t satisfy conditions (a), (c), (d) for every BE 33” 
and every t >O, condition (5.13) follows from (5.2). Since (5.13) implies 
(5.3) the theorem is proved. 
Using Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.2, Theorem 3.3, and Lemma 5.1, we 
can obtain many equivalent formulations of Theorem 5.6. We give now 
only one example of this possibility. 
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THEOREM 5.9. Let ( fh) be a sequence of functions,from Sz into R and let f 
be a function from Q into R. Then 
K(f/?) M, K(f) 
and K(f) # (21 zf and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a’) there exists T G 10, + co [with 0 E T such that 
)imm Cp(~fh>t~)=Cp({f>t~) 
for every t E T; 
(b’) there exist a dense set D E [w and a dense set 93 G P(Q) such that 
lim C,({f,>t}nB)=C,({f>t}nB) 
h - cc 
for every t E D and eve?y BE W; 
(c’) lim limsup 
I+ +a s h-cc I 
+cc C,({f,>s})(s-t)P-‘ds=O; 
(d’) lim limsup 
r-0, h-cc s 
‘C,,({f,>s})sp-‘ds=O. 
0 
Remark 5.10. If we assume, in condition (b’) of Theorem 5.9, that D is 
countable, then, by Proposition 3.2, we may assume that .4? is rich. If we 
assume that S? is countable, then, by Lemma 5.1, we may assume that 
IR -D is countable. 
Proof of Theorem 5.9. We shall prove that conditions (a’), (b’), (c’) (d’) 
are equivalent to conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) of Theorem 5.6. The scheme 
of the proof is the following: (a)+(a’), [(a) and (b) and (d)] * (b’), 
(c) = (c’), (d) = (d’), (b’) * (b), [(a’) and (b’) and (d’)] =E. (a). 
(a)* (a’). It is enough to take T= D, - (0). 
[(a) and (b) and (d)] *(b’). Assume (a), (b), (d). By condition (d) 
limsupC,({f,>t})< +cc 
h-cc 
for every t > 0. We may suppose that D + and D _ are countable and that 
0 4 D + . Let D = D, v Dp . Then D is dense in R and, by Proposition 3.2, 
for every t E D there exists a rich set g3, E S?(Q) such that 
Ff”, C,({fh>t}nB)=C,({f>t}nB) 
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for every BE 6$. Since D is countable, the set 
al= n 2dl 
lED 
is rich, and 
JFrn Cp({fh>fJnB)=Cp((f>t}nB) 
for every t E D and every BE 9’. 
(b’) * (b). Assume (b’). We may suppose that D is countable. Let 
D_ = D n Iw- . Then D- is dense in (w- and, by Proposition 3.2, for every 
t E D _ there exists a rich set 99, E 9(Q) such that 
lim Cp({fh>t}nB)=~~m~Cp({f’vf,>t}nB)=Cp({f’>t}nB) 
h-m 
for every B E 9??*. Since D _ is countable, the set 
@I== n B, 
IED- 
is rich. We may assume that BC Q for every B E 99’. Therefore %Y’ is cohnal 
and 
lim C,(if,>t}nB)=~~m~C,({Svf,>t}nB)=C,((f>t}nB)< +m 
h-m 
for every t E D _ and every BE W. 
[(a’) and (b’) and (d’)] 3 (a). A ssume (a’), (b’), (d’). For every h E N 
and every t E 10, + co [ we set 
EI,= {fh>t}, E’= {f> t}. 
Let us prove that 
m.;F+ K(lEO (5.12) 
for every t E T. Fix t E T. By condition (d’) 
limsup C,(El) < +co, 
h-03 
(5.13) 
thus CJE’) < + 00 by condition (a’). By Theorem 3.1, in order to prove 
(5.12) it is enough to show that (wE;) converges to wEl strongly in IV?(Q). 
Since W$P(Q) is uniformly convex and lim,, oD 1) wE;ll I,p = 1) wErll ,,p by con- 
dition (a’), it is enough to prove that (wEi) converges to wEI weakly in 
W$J’(Q). Since (w,;) is bounded in W$J’(Q) by (5.13), it is enough to show 
that every weakly convergent subsequence of (wE;) does converge to wE,, 
Let (wE;J be a subsequence which converges weakly in W?(Q) to a 
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function u. We shall prove that v E K( 1 EI). Let s E D with s > t. By condition 
(b’) and Proposition 3.2 there exists a cotinal set 9?Is G B(Q) such that 
lim C,(E”,nB)= lim C,((E”uE”,)nB)=C,(E”nB)< +cc 
h-30 /l-U3 
for every BE BX. By Theorem 3.1 
for every Beas,. Since ~EAEK(~E;,B) for every AEN, BE&?~,, we have 
v E K( 1 ESn B) for every B E 9Ys. Since 98X is cotinal, we have o E K( 1 ES). Since 
we have u E K( 1 E,), thus 
hence u = wE. Therefore (w,;) converges to wEr strongly in W$p(O). This 
proves (5.12) for every t E T. Let us prove that 
K(l.;)* K(l,,) (5.14) 
for every sEDn]O, +a~[. Let sEDn]O, +co[ and let JET with t<s. 
We have that 
hm C,(E; nB)=C,(E"nB) h-m 
for every BE 99, and 
K(l,;)% K(l,,). 
Since E;; s Ef, for every h E N, and C,(E') < +co, condition (5.14) follows 
from Theorem 3.3. 
To conclude the proof it is enough to observe that Dn IO, + co[ is 
dense in R, and that, by Theorem 3.1, condition (5.14) is equivalent to 
lim C,({fh>sl)=)\ma, C,C{f~f~>~})=c,C(f>~}) h-02 
for every sEDn]O, +a[. 
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6. COMMENTS 
In this section we prove the independence of conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) 
of Theorem 5.6, and of conditions (a’), (b’), (c’), (d’) of theorem 5.9. At the 
end of the section we compare these conditions with the sufficient con- 
ditions given by Attouch and Picard in [3]. 
It is obvious that condition (a) is independent of conditions (b), (c), (d), 
that condition (b) is independent of conditions (a), (c), (d), and that con- 
dition (b’) is independent of conditions (a’), (c’), (d’). 
Examples 6.1 and 6.2 show that condition (c) is independent of con- 
ditions (a), (b), (d) and of conditions (a’), (b’), (d’). 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let E be a subset of 52 with 0 < C,(E) < +oo, and let 
fh(X) =f(x) = +a if xeE, 
=o if x~sZ--E. 
for every he N. Then conditions (a), (b), (d), (a’), (b’), (d’) are satisfied, 
but (c) does not hold. 
The following example shows that conditions (c) cannot be replaced by 
the condition 
limsup s +O” Cp((fh>s})s~-lds< +co. (6.1) h-cc 0 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Suppose that n>p>l. Let X,EQ and let 
E,=(x~Q:lx-x,l<l/h}, b,=C,(E,)-l’P,f,=b,l,foreveryhEIU Let 
f= 0. Since n >p we have lim, _ co CJE,) = 0, hence conditions (a), (b), 
(d), (a’), (b’), (d’) are satisfied. But 
limsup s h-cc , 
+~C,({f,>s})(~--~)~-~ds=limsup(l/b,)~~~~(s-t)~-‘dF 
h-m , 
hence (c) does not hold. Note that (6.1) is satisfied, because 
s +w cp({fh>s}),sp--ds= 0 
for every h E N. 
Examples 6.3 and 6.4 show that condition (d) is independent of con- 
ditions (a), (b), (c) and of conditions (a’), (b’), (c’). 
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EXAMPLE 6.3. Let fh = l/h for every h E N and let f= 0. Then conditions 
(a), (WY (c), (a’), (WY ( c ‘1 are satisfied, but condition (d) is not satisfied 
because C,(Q)= +co. 
The following example shows that condition (d) cannot be replaced by 
condition (6.1). 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Let (Ah) be a sequence of open subsets of Sz such that 
Ah~Ah+, for every hEN and Q=iJ,“=,A,. For every hEN let 
bh=C,,(An)p”P and fh=bhlAh. Let f=O. Since lim,,, C,(A,)= +m, 
conditions (a), (b), (c), (a’), (b’), (c’) are satisfied. But 
li~~p~~C,({fh>s})~p-ld~=~i~~p($)fl*-ldr=~, 
h 0 
hence (d) does not hold. Note that (6.1) is satisfied because 
+ cc 
C,((f,>s}),s-Ids= 
for every h E N. 
The following example shows that condition (a’) is independent of (b’), 
(0, Cd’). 
EXAMPLE 6.5. Suppose that n 2p > 1. Let (Ah) be as in Example 6.4. 
Since C,( {x}) = 0 for every x E Q, there exists a sequence (Eh) of subsets of 
Q such that A,n E, = 0 and C,(E,) = 1 for every h E kk Let f = 0 and 
fh = 1 Eh for every h E N. Then conditions (b’), (c’), (d’) are satisfied, but 
condition (a’) does not hold. 
From now on we shall suppose $2 to be bounded. Then we can consider 
the norm 
and the capacity Cb defined by 
for every E E Q. Since the norms 1. Il,p and 1). 11 l,p are equivalent, the 
capacities Cl, and C, are equivalent, in the sense that there exists a con- 
stant k = k( p, $2) such that 
C;(E) Q C,(E) < kc;(E) (6.2) 
for every Es Sz. 
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We remark that Theorem 5.6 does not hold if the capacity C,, is replaced 
by CP, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Let X,EQ and let 0 <r <dist(x,, lR”- Q), let 
E= (~~52: Ix-xx01 =r} and let B= (XEQ lx-xJ <r}. Let f= 1, and 
fh = 1, for every h E N. Since C;(E) = CL(B), conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) of 
Theorem 5.6 are satisfied with C, replaced by Cb, but 
K(fhF+ K(lB) 
and K(l.)#K(l.)=K(f). 
The following theorem is proved in [3, Theorem 2.11. We shall show 
that it is a consequence of Theorem 5.9. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let (fh) b e a sequence of functions from a into R and let f 
be a function from Q into W. Assume that K(f) # 0, and that 
0) )& lo+“j C;({fh-f>f)) tP-’ dr=O, 
(ii) /it Cb({f-fh>t})=Ofor every t>O. 
Then 
(iii) K(fh)A K(f). 
Proof. From (i) and (6.2) it follows that 
lim C,((f,--f>t})=O 
h-cc (6.3) 
for every t > 0. From (ii) and (6.2) it follows that 
lim C,({f-f,>t})=O (6.4) h-rco 
for every t > 0. Let BIG P(Q) be a countable dense set with QE a. For 
every s, t E R with s < t and every h E N we have 
{f>t}~{fh>S}u{f-fh>t-S}, 
(fh>f}E{f>S}u(fh-f>t-S}, 
thus we obtain from (6.3) and (6.4) 
C,C {f> f } n B) < limizf CJ { fh > s} A B), 
limsup C,( { fh > t } n B) < C,( {f > s} n B). 
h-33 
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Since 2? is countable, by Lemma 5.1 there exists D c R, with R-D coun- 
table, such that 
C,({f>t}nB)= lim C,({f,>t}nB) 
h-m 
for every t E D and every BE .B. Since Q E .B, the sequence (fh) and the 
function f satisfy conditions (a’) and (b’) of Theorem 5.9. 
Let us prove condition (d’). For every s > 0 and every h E N we have 
=2’Jb~2c~({~>S})Sn-Idc+k2PS+n C;({f,-f>s})sP-lds (6.5) 
0 
for every h E N. Since K(f + ) # fa, we obtain from Proposition 1.11, 
s +m Cp({f>s})SP-lds< +co, 0 
thus condition (d’) of Theorem 5.9 follows from (i) and from (6.5). The 
proof of condition (c’) is analogous, therefore (iii) follows from 
Theorem 5.9. 
In [3] it is proved that, iff is C,-quasi continuous and C,( Ifl) < +co, 
then condition (i) of Theorem 6.7 is necessary for (iii). The following exam- 
ple shows that, in the general case, condition (i) is not necessary for (iii), 
even if f is upper semicontinuous. 
EXAMPLE 6.8. Let xOc 52 and let 0 <r < dist(x,, Q). Let (xh) be a 
sequence in Q- {x0} converging to x,,, let E= (~~52: Ix-xoI =r},f= l,, 
E, = (x E 02: Ix - xhl = r), fh = 1 Eh for every h E N. It is easy to prove that 
Wfh) -!s K(f) 
(see, e.g., Theorem 3.1). For every h E N 
s 
+~Cb(lfh-f>~})tP~ldl=~lC;(Eh-E)lp+if=-+,(Eh). 
0 0 
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Since lim, _ o. CL(E,,) = Cj(E) #O, condition (i) of Theorem 6.7 does not 
hold. 
The following example shows that condition (ii) of Theorem 6.7 is not 
necessary for (iii), even iff,, E C,“(Q) for every h E N and f= 0. 
EXAMPLE 6.9. Let q5 E C,“(Q) with 4 > 0 on Q and with { 4 > 0} # @. 
Let f = 0 and let 
f&) = CsWw I- lid(x) 
for every x E Sz, h E N. It is easy to prove that 
w/J -% w-1 
(see, e.g., Theorem 5.6), but for every t E ]0,2[ 
lim C~({.l”-fh>t})=)~mm CL({fh< -t})=Cb({~~O})#O, h-m 
thus condition (ii) of Theorem 6.7 does not hold. 
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